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When Penguin and Bootsy plan a field trip in search of Fall, Penguin's little brother, Pumpkin, wants

to come, too. But Pumpkin is heartbroken to find out he's too little to go! How can Pumpkin still be a

part of the fun? As they discover the magic of Fall at a farm, Penguin and his friends put together a

very special surprise to bring back to Pumpkin at home.Countless readers and reviewers have

already come to love the adorable Penguin, and Salina Yoon continues this still-growing series with

a timeless story of friendship, family, and discovery. Awards for FoundWinner of the SCIBA 2014

Book Award for Best Picture BookAn NPR Best Book
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Yay for a new Penguin book! We have the Penguin on Vacation and absolutely love it! We went to

buy the Penguin and Pinecone book (little one wanted another Penguin adventure) and saw this!

Penguin and his friends go on an adventure to the pumpkin farm for a bit of autumn. Penguin's little

brother couldn't go, so Penguin does something thoughtful and lovely for his brother....We bought at

Barnes and Noble ( has it for less) and read it as soon as we got home - Penguin and Pumpkin -

already a new favorite - we can't wait for autumn and to go to our local organic pumpkin farm - we

just love it when it snows leaves!



We have several other books by Salina Yoon (namely most of her lift the flap books). This one falls

very short. The words are not catchy or memorable. The story leaves much to be desired. My son,

who wants to read about 2 hours a day, has never picked out this book after the first read-through.

Yoon's books are great for the 1-3 year crowd, but seek some of her other titles and skip this one.

My son absolutely LOVES this book. I bought it because it had good reviews and penguins are his

favorite animal. This story has a little brother penguin - which he identifies with since he is a little

brother. It's a very sweet story about a big brother not wanting his little brother to be left out. I highly

recommend it for a preschool or elementary child.

We have the Penguin book about the snow hike which was great. This pumpkin story is confusing

because one of the characters is named pumpkin. It seems like it is supposed to be about including

friends but that doesn't really come across very well.

My son loved penguin and pinecone and equally enjoys the others. We started these when he was

3 checking out at library and not that he is learning to readIndependently they are favorites we have

added to the digital library. Other kids enjoy them too.

Poor little Pumpkin Penguin is too young to journey to the land to see fall in action but Penguin has

an idea to bring fall to Pumpkin.Written and illustrated by Salina Yoon, published by Walker Books

for Young Readers.#PB #autumn #penguins #pumpkins #journey

Another really cool Penguin book. This is not your typical Halloween/autumn picture book but it is so

much fun that both youngsters and adults will love it. Hats off to Salina Yoon - she's created a

memorable and loving picture book that your child will want to read over and over again! I'm holding

on to this one until my granddaughter can really appreciate it !Book provided by publisher.

I think you should read this book because there are cute penguins. Another reason I like this book is

because it is fun and penguins go on an adventure to the farm. One of the penguins' names is

penguin and his baby brother pumpkin wants to go with him, but it is too far for a baby penguin. He

then imagines him on the harvest moon, on spooky saturn, and even on the red planet! ~Valen N.
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